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Displacement sites �rst started to form in Marib governorate in 2015 and since that time, have continued to receive 
internally displacement persons (IDPs) from all over Yemen. As of September 2019, Marib city has 13 recorded 
displacement sites hosting 6,851 IDP households (HH). The largest and most formal of these sites is Al Jufainah camp, 
which hosts 4,010 HH across 15 sectors. The remaining 12 sites are smaller in size, ranging from 66 to 641 HH. Residents 
sheltering in at least eight of the displacement sites in Marib city are at risk of eviction.

Displacement sites where residents are at risk of eviction are typically located on private lands such as factory premises, 
public school grounds or lands owned by local authorities. One of the eight sites at risk managed to negotiate a one-
year rental agreement with the land owner, while people in the remaining seven sites still face possible eviction primarily 
to allow the sites be used for their original purposes. Currently, local authorities in Marib are prioritizing the closure of 
Kuliyat Almujtama collective centre in order to rehabilitate the buildings and reopen it as a college, as well as Al Muasasa 
informal site due to its close proximity to the road. 
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Data collected between August and September 2019.
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PRIORITY NEEDS REPORTED BY CAMP COMMITTEES
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Does not indicate current gaps, as part of the 
needs have been covered in previous years

The information provided in this section is aggregated and only meant as an 
overview. For detailed information on each site, kindly refer to the site snapshots.
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Marib city
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Sites with capacity to expand3
Al Rumaylah Al Jufainah

Al Maghawir 

Sites with limited space and low expansion capacity4

Particularly overcrowded

Al Rawdah Aljadida             Harat Altadamun

Al Muasasa   Kuliyat Al-Mujtama             

Only seven of the 13 displacement sites in Marib city are currently receiving IDPs.



SERVICE PROVISION AND GAPS AT MARIB CITY DISPLACEMENT SITES

The World Food Programme (WFP) provides a 
basic monthly food basket to registered HH through 
implementing partners such as Islamic Relief Yemen. 
Ad-hoc distributions are also done by other charitable 
organizations, however many families reported that 
rations are not su�cient to cover their family’s needs

Food Sector 

A majority of IDPs report ben�ting from at least one 
hygiene kit distribution. Although, around half the sites do 
not receive regular top-ups and a few sites have not been 
covered.

Hygiene Kits

Latrines are available in all sites, usually at the household 
level. These are either pit latrines dug by IDPs or existing 
facilities in the sites. Evidence of improper sewage 
disposal is present in all sites and reported by IDPs as a 
primary concern. 

Latrines

Eight IDP sites are located within the areas covered 
by the municipal waste collection, while in other sites 
waste is dumped on site or burned. In both cases, there 
are major public health and sanitation risks posed in the 
majority of sites.

Waste Management

Water is primarily purchased directly by IDPs, which 
they report as a strain on their household income. Only 
four out of 13 sites have access to a functioning well, 
which provides non-potable water for household use.

Water

Only Al Jufainah camp has dedicated education facilities 
while students in the remaining 12 sites attend public or 
private schools in town. In both cases parents and local 
authorities report severe issues with overcrowding, and 
lack of teachers and school supplies. 

EducationKuliyat Almujtama site has a static clinic for site residents, 
and Al Jufainah has two IOM mobile clinics and a static 
clinic under construction. The rest of the sites receive 
only sporadic visits by mobile clinics run by di¢erent 
organizations, and they have access to public hospitals. 
However, coverage capacity is generally insu�cient and 
most IDPs cannot a¢ord it.

Health

NFIs are generally provided by S-NFI agencies to IDPs 
when they arrive in the sites and on an ad-hoc needs 
basis or in response to £oods, evictions or other events. 
It is often reported that the quantity is not enough to 
cover the needs of all individuals in the HH.

Non-Food Items (NFI)

While a large portion of IDPs living outside camp-like-
settings have sought employment in Marib city, IDPs in 
displacement sites report very limited income generating 
opportunities in the city. Currently no organizations 
provide regular livelihood activities or support.

Livelihoods
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Shelter quality varies widely. Some IDPs were provided 
with tents when they �rst arrived to their respective 
displacement site and are now in need of replacement or 
transitional shelter support. Despite some opposition from 
the authorities and host community, many IDPs living in 
open-air settlements have constructed semi-permanent 
shelters using local materials such as mud-bricks.

Shelters
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Major needs reported in all sites include S-NFI and WASH support, as well as improved access to education and  
health services. Increased protection and community mobilization activities are also needed for IDPs in these sites.

Major Needs


